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Dabble in the beauty and wonder of mathematics as it
contributes to a variety of fields including literature, biology,
economics and of course psychology, where the mathematics
of sex plays some unexpected roles.
Gets them engaged. Keeps them engaged. Bob Blitzer s use
of realistic applications instantly piques students curiosity
about the presence of mathematical concepts in the world
around them. These applications are apparent throughout the
entire program from his relatable examples, friendly writing
style, and thought-provoking features in the textbook, to the
enhanced digital resources in the MyMathLab course. Blitzer
pulls from topics that are relevant to college students, often
from pop culture and everyday life, to ensure that students
will actually use their learning resources to achieve success.
With an expansion of the series to now include a
Developmental Math all-in-one text (with content spanning
prealgebra through intermediate algebra), and with an
enhanced media program accompanying this revision,
developmental students at all levels will see how math applies
to their daily lives and culture. Also available with MyMathLab
MyMathLab(r) is an online homework, tutorial, and
assessment program designed to work with this text to
engage students and improve results. Within its structured
environment, students practice what they learn, test their
understanding, and pursue a personalized study plan that
helps them absorb course material and understand difficult
concepts. Note: You are purchasing a standalone product;
MyMathLab does not come packaged with this content.
Students, if interested in purchasing this title with MyMathLab,
ask your instructor for the correct package ISBN and Course
ID. Instructors, contact your Pearson representative for more
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information. If you would like to purchase both the physical
text and MyMathLab, search for: 0134188411 /
9780134188416 * Algebra for College Students Access Card
Package Package consists of: 0134180844 / 9780134180847
* Algebra for College Students 0321431308 / 9780321431301
* MyMathLab -- Glue-in Access Card 0321654064 /
9780321654069 * MyMathLab Inside Star Sticker "
More than 300,000 engineers have relied on the Engineer-InTraining Reference Manual to prepare for the FE/EIT exam.
The Reference Manual provides a broad review of
engineering fundamentals, emphasizing subjects typically
found in four- and five-year engineering degree programs.
Each chapter covers one subject with solved example
problems illustrating key points. Practice problems at the end
of every chapter use both SI and English units. Solutions are
in the companion Solutions Manual. Comprehensive review of
thousands of engineering topics, including FE exam topics
Over 980 practice problems More than 590 figures Over 400
solved sample problems Hundreds of tables and conversion
formulas More than 2,000 equations and formulas A detailed
7,000-item index for quick reference For additional disciplinespecific FE study tools, please visit feprep.com.
_____________________________ Since 1975, more than 2
million people have entrusted their exam prep to PPI. For
more information, visit us at ppi2pass.com.
Fundamentals of Surveying Practice Exam includes 110
multiple-choice problems consistent with the two sessions of
the NCEES computer-based fundamentals of surveying (FS)
exam's scope of topics and level of difficulty. Like on the
actual exam, an average of 3 minutes is required to solve
each problem in this book. Comprehensive step-by-step
solutions illustrate efficient problem-solving approaches and
link common situations in current surveying practice to
background information and history.
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PE Control Systems Sample Questions & Solutions provides
essential resources in assisting candidates who are preparing
for the Principles and Practice of Engineering (PE)
examination in the Control Systems discipline. This book
contains two complete sets of 80 multiple-choice questions
from the Control Systems October 2011 (NCEES) exam
specifications with step-by-step solutions. This book provides
the necessary problem-solving skills and confidence to
succeed in passing the exam. PE Control Systems
Engineering exam covers: (i) Measurement, (ii) Signals,
Transmission, and Networking, (iii) Final Control Elements,
(iv) Control Systems, (v) Safety Systems, and (vi) Codes,
Standards, and Regulations. Additional information provided
in the book: Description of examinations, Licensing
requirements, Requirements for Foreign Engineers, Review
courses, Resource reference materials and Errata Sheet.
Other details: Sturdy front and back covers (printed on 220
gsm/80# white paper stock) with glossy finish and protect the
paper and double as a firm surface for writing against. Glossy
laminated front and back covers resistant to water and
common scratches. Made in USA with acid free paper.
New Edition. Interior Design Reference Manual: Everything
You Need to Know to Pass the NCIDQ Examoffers a
comprehensive review of all NCIDQ exam content areas.
What's New for the Sixth Edition Revised to focus on IDFX,
IDPX, and the Interior Design Practicum. Updated to
incorporate the 2012 International Building Code and 2010
ADA/ABA Accessibility Guidelines. Organized by content
area, with icons that indicate which content areas are covered
in each chapter. Expanded coverage of: AcousticsBarrier-free
designBuilding regulations and codesCost estimating and
budgetingFinishesLightingMeans of egressMeasurement and
draftingProject managementQuartz surfacingSeismic restraint
for ceilingsSourcing and researching manufacturer's
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information Sustainable design The two multiple-choice
sections of the NCIDQ Examination have changed to a
computer-based format. Use the Interior Design Reference
Manual study guidelines, exam tips, and tables to simplify
your NCIDQ exam preparation. Exam Content Areas Covered
Design Concepts and Programming Design Constraints
Building Systems and Construction Research, Analysis, and
Selection of Products and Details Communication and
Documentation Project and Business Management
*Add the convenience of accessing this book anytime,
anywhere on your personal device with the eTextbook version
for only $30 at ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* FE Other
Disciplines Practice Problems offers comprehensive practice
for the NCEES Other Disciplines FE exam. This book is part
of a comprehensive learning management system designed
to help you pass the FE exam the first time. FE Other
Disciplines Practice Problems features include: over 320
three-minute, multiple-choice, exam-like practice problems to
illustrate the type of problems you'll encounter during the
exam clear, complete, and easy-to-follow solutions to deepen
your understanding of all knowledge areas covered in the
exam step-by-step calculations using equations and
nomenclature from the NCEES FE Reference Handbook to
familiarize you with the reference you'll have on exam day
Exam Topics Covered Chemistry Dynamics Electricity,
Power, and Magnetism Engineering Economics Ethics and
Professional Practice Fluid Mechanics and Dynamics of
Gases and Liquids Heat, Mass, and Energy Transfer
Instrumentation and Data Acquisition Materials Science
Mathematics and Advanced Engineering Mathematics Statics
Strength of Materials Probability and Statistics Safety, Health,
and Environment

The standard for Environmental Engineering FE
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Review includes; 110 practice problems, with full
solutions Set up to provide in depth analysis of likely
FE exam problems This guide will get anyone ready
for the FE Exam Topics covered Air Quality
Engineering Environmental Science & Management
Solid & Hazardous Waste Engineering Water &
Wastewater Engineering Hydrologic and
Hydrogeological Engineering
*Add the convenience of accessing this book
anytime, anywhere on your personal device with the
eTextbook version for only $50 at
ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* Michael R.
Lindeburg PE's FE Chemical Review Manual offers
complete review for the FE Chemical exam.
Features of FE Chemical Review include: complete
coverage of all exam knowledge areas equations,
figures, and tables of the NCEES FE Reference
Handbook to familiarize you with the reference you'll
have on exam day concise explanations supported
by exam-like example problems, with step-by-step
solutions to reinforce the theory and application of
fundamental concepts a robust index with thousands
of terms to facilitate referencing Topics Covered
Chemical Reaction Engineering Chemistry
Computational Tools Engineering Sciences Ethics
and Professional Practice Fluid
Mechanics/Dynamics Heat Transfer Mass Transfer
and Separation Material/Energy Balances Materials
Science Mathematics Probability and Statistics
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Process Control Process Design and Economics
Safety, Health, and Environment Thermodynamics
Important notice! It has been brought to our attention
that counterfeit PPI books have been circulating.
Counterfeit books have missing material as well as
incorrect and outdated content. While we are actively
working to resolve this issue, we would like our
customers to be aware that this issue exists and to
be leary of books not purchased directly through
PPI. If you suspect a fraudulent seller, please email
details to marketing@ppi2pass.com.
Test Prep Book's PSAT Math Workbook: PSAT Prep
2018 & 2019 Mathematics Workbook & 2 Practice
Tests Developed by Test Prep Books for test takers
trying to achieve a passing score on the PSAT
exam, this comprehensive study guide includes:
-Quick Overview -Test-Taking Strategies
-Introduction -Heart of Algebra -Problem-Solving and
Data Analysis -Passport to Advanced Math
-Additional Topics -PSAT Math Practice Test #1
-Answer Explanations #1 -PSAT Math Practice Test
#2 -Answer Explanations #2 Disclaimer:
PSAT/NMSQT(R) is a trademark registered by the
College Board and the National Merit Scholarship
Corporation, which are not affiliated with, and do not
endorse, this product. Each section of the test has a
comprehensive review created by Test Prep Books
that goes into detail to cover all of the content likely
to appear on the PSAT test. The Test Prep Books
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PSAT math questions are each followed by detailed
answer explanations. If you miss a question, it's
important that you are able to understand the nature
of your mistake and how to avoid making it again in
the future. The answer explanations will help you to
learn from your mistakes and overcome them.
Understanding the latest test-taking strategies is
essential to preparing you for what you will expect on
the exam. A test taker has to not only understand the
material that is being covered on the test, but also
must be familiar with the strategies that are
necessary to properly utilize the time provided and
get through the test without making any avoidable
errors. Test Prep Books has drilled down the top testtaking tips for you to know. Anyone planning to take
this exam should take advantage of the PSAT math
practice test, review material, practice test questions,
and test-taking strategies contained in this Test Prep
Books study guide.
16TH EDITION AVAILABLE SOON The Civil
Engineering Reference Manual is the most
comprehensive textbook for the NCEES Civil PE
exam. This book's time-tested organization and clear
explanations start with the basics to help you quickly
get up to speed with common civil engineering
concepts.
A one semester introduction to numerical analysis.
Includes typical introductory material, root finding,
numerical calculus, and interpolation techniques.
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The focus is on the mathematics rather than
application to engineering or sciences.
Michael R. Lindeburg PE's PE Chemical Review
(PECHRM) offers complete review for the NCEES
Chemical PE exam. This book is part of a
comprehensive learning management system
designed to help you pass the Chemical PE exam
the first time.
The Structural Depth Reference Manual prepares
you for the structural depth section of the Civil PE
exam. It provides a concise, yet comprehensive
review of the structural depth section exam topics
and highlights the most useful equations in the examadopted codes and standards. Solving
methods--including ASD and LRFD for steel,
strength design for concrete, and ASD for timber and
masonry--are thoroughly explained. Throughout the
book, cross references connect concepts and point
you to additional relevant tables, figures, equations,
and codes. More than 95 example problems
demonstrate the application of concepts and
equations. Each chapter includes practice problems
so you can solve exam-like problems, and the stepby-step solutions allow you to check your solution
approach. A thorough index directs you to the codes
and concepts you will need during the exam. Topics
Covered Design of Reinforced Masonry Design of
Wood Structures Foundations Prestressed Concrete
Design Reinforced Concrete Design Structural Steel
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Design
Principles and Practice of Surveying Practice Exam
includes 100 multiple-choice problems consistent
with the two sessions of the NCEES professional
surveying (PS) exam. This practice exam matches
the scope of topics, level of difficulty, and format of
the actual PS exam. Comprehensive step-by-step
solutions illustrate efficient problem-solving
approaches and link common situations in current
surveying practice to background information and
history.
The Electrical Engineer's Guide to passing the
Power PE ExamPassing the Power PE
ExamCalculator Tutor for Casio fx-991ES/Plus. For
the use in Senior High SchoolsGRIN Verlag
Solved Problems for the California Civil Surveying
Exam includes more than 120 problem scenarios
representing a broad range of the Civil Engineering
Surveying Examination topics. The problem
scenarios are instructionally designed so that you
learn how to identify and apply related concepts and
equations. The breadth of topics covered and the
varied complexities of the problems allow you to
assess and strengthen your problem-solving skills.
Step-by-step solutions demonstrate accurate,
efficient solving methods. Solutions also reference
exam-adopted codes and standards, so you can
learn where to find required information and how to
efficiently use your resources. Solved Problems for
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the California Civil Surveying Exam also provides
preparation for the topics covered on the Civil
Engineering Surveying Examination. Solved
Problems for the California Civil Surveying Exam will
help you familiarize yourself with the exam topics
connect relevant civil engineering theories to
challenging problems navigate through examadopted codes and standards identify accurate and
efficient problem-solving approaches Topics
Covered Standards of Practice Equipment and Uses
Field Measurements Calculations Data Application
Procedures
**October 25, 2019 is the Last Open-Book PE
Mechanical Exam** Comprehensive Practice for the
Mechanical PE Exam Practice Problems for the
Mechanical Engineering PE Exam contains over 850
problems designed to reinforce your knowledge of
the topics presented in the Mechanical Engineering
Reference Manual. Over 300 new stand-alone,
multiple-choice problems are designed to be solved
in six-minute or less. These demonstrate the format
of the NCEES Mechanical PE exam, and focus on
individual engineering concepts. The remaining 550
problems are longer and more complex, challenging
your skills in identifying and applying related
engineering concepts. "A 6-minute zinger illustrates
the exam format. The harder problems teach you
engineering." -Michael R. Lindeburg, PE Solutions
are clearly written, complete, and easy to follow.
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U.S. customary and SI units are equally supported,
and units are meticulously identified and carried
through in all calculations. Frequent references to
figures, tables, equations, and appendices in the
Mechanical Engineering Reference Manual will
direct you to relevant support material. Prepare for
the Mechanical PE Exam by Solving Problems--The
More Problems, the Better 851 practice problems
covering the topics on the Mechanical PE exam
Complete step-by-step solutions SI and U.S.
Customary units used throughout Chapters that
correspond to those in the Mechanical Engineering
Reference Manual What's New in This Edition 6
chapters with new material 47 chapters with
revisions to existing material 301 new stand-alone,
multiple choice exam-like problems 74 updated
problems Topics Covered Dynamics and Vibrations:
Kinematics; Kinetics; Power Transmission Systems;
Vibrating Systems Materials: Engineering Materials
Properties and Testing; Thermal Treatment of Metals
Fluids: Fluid Properties; Fluid Statics; Fluid Flow
Parameters; Fluid Dynamics; Hydraulic Machines
Power Cycles: Vapor, Combustion, and Nuclear
Power Cycles; Refrigeration and Gas Compression
Cycles HVAC: Psychrometrics; Fans, Ductwork, and
Ventilation; Heating and Cooling Loads; Air
Conditioning Systems Heat Transfer: Natural
Convection; Evaporation; Condensation; Forced
Convection; Radiation Machine Design: Basic and
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Advanced Machine Design; Pressure Vessels
Thermodynamics: Inorganic Chemistry; Fuels and
Combustion; Properties of Substances Control
Systems: Modeling and Analysis of Engineering
Systems Plant Engineering: Manufacturing
Processes; Instrumentation and Measurements;
Materials Handling and Processing; Fire Protection
Systems; Environmental Pollutants and
Remediation; Hazardous Material Storage and
Disposal Fundamentals: Math Review; Probability;
Statics; Engineering Economic Analysis Law and
Ethics: Engineering Law; Ethics *Add the
convenience of accessing this book anytime,
anywhere on your personal device with the
eTextbook version for only $39 at
ppi2pass.com/etextbook-program.* Get your PE
Mechanical Study Schedule and PE Mechanical
Reference Manual index at
ppi2pass.com/downloads.
Today's rapidly changing marketplace can seem like
a jungle for many professionals. Engineering &
Management Press offers the books needed to
navigate through the wilderness of business
techniques and acronyms. EMP's titles provide
practical information and proven business methods
for most corporate and industrial environments. Our
titles cover crucial, timely topics of importance to
businesses and managers today -- management,
productivity improvement, quality, and related
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issues. This revised and updated review is the only
study guide written for industrial engineers. It tells
test takers exactly what they need to know for the
revised Professional Engineers' Exam. Filled with
practical strategies for taking the test, the author
presents and examines thoroughly the topics the
examination will cover. Also serves as a resource
industrial engineers can use throughout their
careers.
"NCIDQ IDFX Sample Questions and Practice Exam
contains 225 exam-like, multiple-choice questions
that will help you pass the Interior Design
Fundamentals Exam (IDFX). This year, the two
multiple-choice sections of the NCIDQ Examination
changed to a computer-based format: Interior Design
Fundamentals Exam (IDFX) is available to
individuals who meet NCIDQ's education
requirements, regardless of years of experience. ;
Interior Design Professional Exam (IDPX) requires
individuals to meet both education and experience
requirements. NCIDQ IDFX Sample Questions and
Practice Exam delivers IDFX review questions
organized into two parts: The first part includes 100
sample questions that cover the seven content areas
of the IDFX. ; The second part consists of a
125-question practice exam that is consistent with
the exam's content areas, format, and level of
difficulty. Detailed answers are included for all
sample and practice exam questions. Exam Content
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Areas Covered: Building Systems and Construction ;
Construction Drawings, Schedules, and
Specifications ; Design Communication Methods and
Techniques ; Design Theory ; Measuring, Drafting,
and Technical Drawing Conventions ; Programming,
Sustainability, and Site Analysis ; Sourcing and
Research for FF&E."--Publisher's website.
Would you prefer to home educate your beloved
children instead of sending them into the unknown
environments of schools today? With homeschooling
/ home education on the rise, Homeschooling Today
is a great resource for anybody who is interested in
homeschooling (or currently homeschooling their
child(ren)), or if you are simply just interested in
knowing more. Some of the topics covered within
this book include: homeschooling statistics,
homeschooling methodologies, different curriculums
& programs, the key benefits and advantages of
homeschooling, why it is on the rise and becoming
even more recommended & popular. There is a
wealth of information covered within this book and it
will really give you the information that you need to
ensure you are able to maximize your
homeschooling understanding and potential.
Part of the Fostering Algebraic Thinking series, this module
gives participants an opportunity to analyze students' written
work for evidence of algebraic thinking.
The Most Realistic Practice for the SE Exam 16-Hour
Structural Engineering (SE) Practice Exam for Buildings
contains two 40-problem, multiple-choice breadth exams and
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two four-essay depth exams consistent with the NCEES SE
exam's format and specifications. The two morning breadth
sections (vertical forces and lateral forces) and the two
afternoon depth sections (vertical forces and lateral forces)
prepare you for all four components of the exam. Consistent
with the actual exam, the multiple-choice problems in 16-Hour
Structural Engineering (SE) Practice Exam for Buildings
require an average of six minutes to solve, and the essay
problems can be solved in one hour. Enhance your timemanagement skills by taking each exam section within the
same four-hour time limit as the actual exam. The solutions to
the depth exams' essay problems use blue text to identify the
information you will be expected to include in your exam
booklet to receive full credit. The supplemental content uses
black text to enhance your understanding of the solution
process. Comprehensive step-by-step solutions for all
problems demonstrate accurate and efficient problem-solving
approaches. Solutions also frequently refer to the codes and
references adopted by NCEES to help you determine which
resources you'll likely use on exam day. 16-Hour Structural
Engineering (SE) Practice Exam for Buildings will help you to
effectively familiarize yourself with the exam scope and
format quickly identify accurate and efficient problem-solving
approaches successfully connect relevant theory to exam-like
problems efficiently navigate the exam-adopted codes and
standards confidently solve problems under timed conditions
Referenced Codes and Standards AASHTO LRFD Bridge
Design Specifications (AASHTO) Building Code
Requirements for Structural Concrete (ACI 318) AISC
Seismic Design Manual (AISC) Minimum Design Loads for
Buildings and Other Structures (ASCE 7) Building Code
Requirements for Masonry Structures and Specification for
Masonry Structures (TMS 402/602) International Building
Code (IBC) National Design Specification for Wood
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Construction ASD/LRFD (NDS and Supplement) North
American Specification for the Design of Cold-Formed Steel
Structural Members (AISI Specification) PCI Design
Handbook (PCI) Special Design Provisions for Wind and
Seismic (SDPWS) Steel Construction Manual (AISC Manual)
The FE exam, the first in the two-part engineering licensing
process, is taken typically by upper-level students or recent
graduates in April or October. This eight-hour exam is closedbook except for a handout provided in the examination room.
The exam is divided into morning and afternoon sessions.
The morning exam, with 120 multiple-choice problems, is the
same for everyone. In the afternoon, examinees must choose
to take a discipline-specific (DS) or a general exam, each with
60 multiple-choice problems.The FE Review Manual and the
Engineer-in-Training Reference Manual are the core books
used to prepare for the morning and general afternoon
exams.This is the most effective, up-to-date, all-in-one review
your engineering customers can buy for the general
Fundamentals of Engineering (FE) exam. Plus, the FE
Review Manual carries a money-back guarantee: Pass the
test or get your money back from the publisher. The book is
an ideal refresher for students, recent graduates, or
engineers who have limited time to study.The FE Review
Manual features: -- Full review of topics on the general
FE/EIT exam -- More than 1,150 problems with solutions -- A
complete practice exam with solutions -- Diagnostic exams by
topic -- so engineers can test their readiness and
understanding of each topic before they begin to study
The SAT II Subject Tests are created and administered by
the College Board and the Educational Testing Service
(ETS), the two organizations responsible for producing the
SAT I (the SAT). The SAT II Subject Tests are meant to
complement the SAT I. Whereas the SAT I tests your critical
thinking skills by asking math and verbal questions, the SAT II
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Subject Tests examine your knowledge of a particular
subject, such as Writing, U.S. History, Physics, or Biology.
The SAT I takes three hours; the Subject Tests take one
hour.
This core textbook helps you quickly prepare for the
fundamentals and advanced concepts of teh PE exam.
Containing an analysis of key systems and equations, this
book provides a focused review. in addition to exam
preparation, this book is an effective reference manual for the
practicing electrical engineer and senior-level engineering
student -"Comprehensive Coverage of the Topics on the Civil PE
Exam's Construction Depth Section"--Front cover.
Prepare to pass the computer-based FE Electrical and
Computer exam with PPI's FE Electrical and Computer
Review Manual.

The FE Civil Review offers complete coverage of the
Civil FE exam knowledge areas and the relevant
elements--equations, figures, and tables--from the
NCEES FE Reference Handbook. With concise
explanations of thousands of equations, and
hundreds of figures and tables, the FE Civil Review
contains everything you need to successfully
prepare for the Civil FE exam.
FE Electrical and Computer Practice Problems
contains over 450 multiple-choice problems that will
reinforce your knowledge of the topics covered on
the NCEES Electrical and Computer FE exam.
These problems are designed to be solved in three
minutes or less to demonstrate the format and
difficulty of the exam, and to help you focus on
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individual engineering concepts.
Document from the year 2017 in the subject
Mathematics - Miscellaneous, University of Cape
Coast (University of Cape Coast), course: Mphil
Mathematics Education, language: English, abstract:
This is an instruction guide to the Casio
fx-991ES/Plus calculator. It gives an overview of the
functions of the calculator and presents some
exercises to get aquainted with the functions.
Test Prep Books' HiSET 2020 Preparation Book:
HiSET Study Guide 2020 All Subjects & Practice
Test Questions for the High School Equivalency Test
[Updated for the NEW 2020 Exam Outline] Taking
the HiSET Exam? Want to get a good score? Written
by Test Prep Books, this comprehensive study guide
includes: - Quick Overview Find out what's inside
this guide! - Test-Taking Strategies Learn the best
tips to help overcome your exam! - Introduction Get
a thorough breakdown of what the test is and what's
on it! - Reading - Writing - Mathematics - Science Social Studies - Practice Questions Practice makes
perfect! - Detailed Answer Explanations Figure out
where you went wrong and how to improve! Studying
is hard. We know. We want to help. You can ace
your test. Each part of the test has a full review. This
study guide covers everything likely to be on the
HiSET Exam. Lots of HiSET practice test questions
are included. Miss one and want to know why?
There are detailed answer explanations to help you
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avoid missing the same question a second time. Are
you a bad test taker? Use your time wisely with the
latest test-taking strategies. Don't settle for just
learning what is on the test. Learn how to be
successful with that knowledge. Test Prep Books
has drilled down the top test-taking tips. This will
help you save time and avoid making common
mistakes on test day. Get your HiSET study guide. It
includes review material, practice test questions, and
test-taking strategies. It has everything you need for
success.
Kaplan's TASC Prep provides expert strategies,
online practice, and video tutorials to help you pass
all five subjects. Our book and online resources are
designed for self-study so you can prep at your own
pace, on your own schedule. Kaplan is so certain
that TASC Prep offers the guidance you need that
we guarantee it: after studying with our book, you'll
pass the TASC—or your money back. The Best
Practice More than 1,000 practice questions with
detailed explanations One full-length practice test A
diagnostic pretest in the book to help identify your
strengths and weaknesses so you can focus your
study Essential skills you'll need to pass the reading,
writing, social studies, science, and math subject
areas Effective strategies for all questions, including
the essay More than 40 instructional videos available
online or through your mobile device Expert
Guidance Kaplan's expert teachers make sure our
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tests are true to the TASC The previous edition of
this book was titled TASC Strategies, Practice, and
Review 2017-2018. The TASC is a high school
equivalency test that is an alternative to the GED
test and the HiSET exam. To find out whether your
state uses the TASC for high school equivalency
tests, contact your state's department of education.
If You’re Taking the COMPASS Exam and Need
Help with Math, Bob Miller has Your Solution!Bob
Miller’s Math Review for the COMPASS ExamBob
Miller has taught math to thousands of students at all
educational levels for 30 years. His proven teaching
methods help college-bound students succeed on
the math portion of the COMPASS exam. Written in
a lively and unique format, Bob Miller’s Math Review
for the COMPASS Exam contains everything
COMPASS test-takers need to know. Focused, easyto-follow review chapters cover all the pre-algebra,
algebra, geometry, and trigonometry skills tested on
the exam. Drills and examples build skills and
explain key concepts. The book includes two
practice tests based on actual COMPASS test
questions. Detailed explanations of answers help
you identify your strengths and weaknesses while
reinforcing your knowledge. Bob also gives you
study tips, strategies, and confidence-boosting
advice for test day, so you’ll be ready to tackle the
COMPASS.Bob Miller’s Math Review for the
COMPASS is just part of the equation! REA has also
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developed an all-new test prep for the verbal portion
of the exam, Doug French’s Verbal Review for the
COMPASS Exam. What is the COMPASS? The
COMPASS is a computer-adaptive college
placement exam used by high schools, technical
schools, community colleges, and four-year colleges
across the country. It evaluates the math, English
language, and writing skill levels of incoming
students. A high score on the COMPASS helps
students advance to higher-level college classes.
The ideal refresher for those still in school or recently
graduated, or for those who have limited time to
study, this guide covers all the general FE/EIT exam
subjects. Each chapter provides a definition of terms
and a concise discussion of concepts. In addition,
there are 900+ practice problems and a complete
eight-hour practice exam. Solutions to both the
practice problems and the practice exam are
included.
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